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The temperature dependence of the symmetry energy and symmetry free energy coefficients of
infinite nuclear matter and of finite nuclei is investigated. For infinite matter, both these coefficients
are found to have a weaker dependence on temperature at densities close to saturation; at low but
homogeneous densities, the temperature dependence becomes stronger. For finite systems, different
definitions of symmetry energy coefficients are encountered in the literature yielding different values.
A resolution to this problem is suggested from a global liquid-drop-inspired fit of the energies and
free energies of a host of nuclei covering the entire periodic table. The hot nucleus is modeled in a
subtracted finite-temperature-Thomas-Fermi framework, with dynamical surface phonon coupling
to nucleonic motion plugged in. Contrary to infinite nuclear matter, a substantial change in the
symmetry energy coefficients is observed for finite nuclei with temperature.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The nuclear symmetry energy is a measure of the en-
ergy gain in converting isospin asymmetric nuclear mat-
ter to a symmetric system. Its value depends on density
and temperature. It is assessed through the symmetry
energy coefficient esym(ρ, T ); for an asymmetric system
with density ρ, temperature T and asymmetry δ, the en-
ergy per nucleon, to a good approximation, can be writ-
ten as
e(ρ, δ, T ) = e(ρ, δ = 0, T ) + esym(ρ, T )δ
2, (1)
where esym(ρ, T )δ
2 is the symmetry energy content per
nucleon of the system and e(ρ, δ = 0, T ) is the energy per
nucleon of symmetric nuclear matter. Here δ = (ρn −
ρp)/(ρn + ρp) is the isospin asymmetry, ρn and ρp are
the neutron and proton densities of the system with ρ =
ρn + ρp. The coefficient esym(ρ, T ) can then be defined,
without loss of generality, as
esym(ρ, T ) =
1
2
(∂2e(ρ, δ, T )
∂δ2
)
δ=0
. (2)
The density dependence of the symmetry energy is in-
strumental in understanding the behaviour of the equa-
tion of state (EOS) of asymmetric nuclear matter. Ac-
curate knowledge of this EOS is important in interpret-
ing the structure of finite nuclei away from the stability
line, some critical issues in astrophysics could only be ad-
dressed with this knowledge. Some progress has recently
been made in understanding the behaviour of the symme-
try energy at the subnormal densities from the analyses of
the isospin diffusion data in heavy ion collision [1–4] and
from the available data for the neutron skin thickness of
several nuclei [5]. The experimental data on the isotopic
dependence of the nuclear giant monopole resonance in
even-A Sn isotopes [6, 7] also provide some informations
on the nuclear symmetry energy which are in agreement
with those derived from the analyses of the isospin diffu-
sion data. The behaviour of the nuclear symmetry energy
at supranormal densities is largely unknown. The pre-
cise measurements of the observable properties of com-
pact stars and the transport model analyses of heavy-ion
collisions at intermediate and high energies may provide
some constraints on the high density behaviour of the
symmetry energy.
Understanding the thermal behavior of the symmetry
energy is of utmost contemporary importance. It has a
role in changing the nuclear drip lines as the nuclei warm
up. It is a key element in deciding a number of serious
issues in the astrophysical scenario like supernova explo-
sions [8] or explosive nucleosynthesis. A large (small)
value of the symmetry coefficient, say, inhibits (acceler-
ates) the change of protons to neutrons through electron
capture [9, 10]. The consequent modulation of the EOS
of hot nuclear matter through shift in isospin asymmetry
shapes the dynamical phases of the collapse and explosion
of a massive star. Furthermore, in this rapidly changing
scenario, the hot and possibly dilute nuclear matter is an
inhomogeneous congregate of nuclear clusters of different
sizes. A precision understanding of the thermal evolution
of the symmetry coefficients of finite nuclei then becomes
a matter of seminal importance. Since the density deriva-
2tive L of the symmetry coefficient esym
L = 3ρ0
∂esym
∂ρ
∣∣∣∣
ρ0
(3)
reflects the pressure difference on the neutrons and pro-
tons and is thus one of the determinants in fixing the
neutron skin of nuclei [11], the nature and stability of
phases within a warm neutron star, its crustal compo-
sition or its thickness [12] would be strongly influenced
from the temperature dependence of symmetry energy.
The cooling rate of warmer proto-neutron stars through
neutrino convection [13] may also be affected from the
thermal change of the symmetry energy.
A few measurable bulk parameters often help in giving
a better feel on the characteristics of the nuclear EOS at
zero temperature around the saturation density. At T=0,
the first term in Eq. (1) can be cast as
e(ρ, δ = 0) ≃ av + 1
2
Kvǫ
2, (4)
and the symmetry coefficient is written as
esym(ρ) ≃ esym(ρ0)− Lǫ+ 1
2
Ksymǫ
2, (5)
where ǫ = (ρ0 − ρ)/3ρ0, av is the energy per nucleon
of symmetric nuclear matter, Kv is the isoscalar den-
sity incompressibility and Ksym is the symmetry incom-
pressibility, all at saturation density ρ0. The parameters
av, ρ0, or Kv are known more or less in tight bounds [14],
while L and Ksym are less precise [4, 5, 15]. Mindful that
the above characterization of the EOS is valid only close
to the saturation density, the EOS of infinite homoge-
neous nuclear matter spanning a wide density range has
been calculated with an effective interaction as input, the
interaction designed so as to describe broadly the exper-
imental observables quite well. The symmetry energies
at different temperatures and densities have then been
calculated [16–19].
The above calculations for homogeneous nuclear mat-
ter have been done in the mean-field (MF) approxima-
tion. Low density nuclear matter is, however, not homo-
geneous. Formation of clusters of different sizes [20, 21]
becomes energetically more favorable there. A detailed
knowledge of the composition of nuclear matter is then
needed to appreciate how the energies and symmetry en-
ergies are affected because of clusterization. In hot inho-
mogeneous supernova matter, the neutrino-driven energy
transfer [10] is dictated partly by the size of the clusters.
Using the virial expansion technique, clusterization in di-
lute nuclear matter and its import in the evaluation of the
symmetry energy and its temperature dependence have
been investigated by Horowitz and coworkers [22, 23],
where they consider matter to be composed of only very
light particles whose scattering phase-shifts are known.
The calculations are later extended with inclusion of all
possible heavy clusters by exploiting the general analysis
of the grand-canonical partition function for nuclear mat-
ter in the S−matrix framework [24–26]. One interesting
fallout of this calculation is that even symmetric nuclear
matter, when dilute and warm, may have sizeable sym-
metry energy content; this is so because the produced
clusters may not be all symmetric, though the disassem-
bled matter conserves overall vanishing isospin asymme-
try. The persistence of this feature in clusterized dilute
matter makes the definition of the symmetry energy coef-
ficient esym or the symmetry free energy coefficient fsym
ambiguous. The symmetry coefficient esym as defined by
Eq.(2) has been approximated in the literature in several
ways:
esym(ρ, T ) = [e(ρ, δ, T )− e(ρ, δ = 0, T )]/δ2, (6)
esym(ρ, T ) = e(ρ, δ = 1, T )− e(ρ, δ = 0, T ), (7)
For homogeneous nuclear matter at densities upto satu-
ration, e(ρ, δ, T ) is found to be linear in δ2 in the whole
range of δ. All the three definitions (given by Eqs. (2), (6)
and (7)) yield nearly the same value of esym. The total
energy or free energy of the asymmetric dilute inhomoge-
neous system, however, deviates strongly from the above-
mentioned linearity. This leads to different values [27] for
esym or fsym from the three definitions. Definition given
by Eq. (7) has been used [28, 29] in the experimental de-
termination of the values of the symmetry coefficients of
warm dilute nuclear matter.
For application in core-collapse supernova simulations,
it is more insightful to have understanding about the tem-
perature dependence of the symmetry energy of isolated
nuclei or nuclei embedded in a nucleonic medium [30]. In
a limited temperature domain (T ≤ 2 MeV), calculations
of the symmetry energy coefficients of atomic nuclei have
been attempted in a schematic model by Donati et al.,
[31]. These calculations take into account the coupling of
the nucleons to the dynamical surface phonons. This re-
sults in an increased effective nucleon mass, the so-called
energy mass (or ω-mass mω) coming into play. The ω-
mass carries signatures of interaction that are nonlocal
in time [32]. The energy mass decreases with tempera-
ture [33], this brings in a decreased density of states and
thus an increase in the symmetry coefficient. A fall-out
is that electron captures are hindered in supernova mat-
ter. From shell-model Monte-Carlo calculations in this
limited temperature range, quantitative support to these
findings were given by Dean et al., [34]. The symme-
try coefficients so calculated are, however, much below
the nominally acceptable range. Calculations have also
been done recently by Lee and Mekjian [35] in a density
functional theoretic approach, but the suitability of the
approximations used keeps the calculations trustworthy
only in a low temperature domain (T ≤ 3 MeV).
Very recently, attempts have been made to ex-
plore the thermal evolution [36] of the symmetry en-
ergy coefficients of specific atomic masses in an ex-
tended temperature region (T ≤ 8 MeV) in the finite-
temperature Thomas-Fermi (FTTF) framework with
3subtraction technique [37]. For a finite nucleus of mass
A, the symmetry coefficient is defined as in Eq. (6) using
the difference of the nuclear parts of the energy per nu-
cleon of a nuclear pair of mass number A having different
isospins. The definition from this difference method [34],
however, does not prescribe a unique value of the symme-
try coefficient for the nucleus; the values depend on the
choice of the isospin asymmetric isobar pair. Another
definition [18] based on the local density approximation
(LDA) has also been used. It has its drawback too, it suf-
fers from its dependence on the isospin of the nucleus and
also on the charge-dependent density distribution ρ(r).
An unambiguous definition of the temperature depen-
dent symmetry energies and the symmetry coefficients
can, however, be obtained in the framework of the liquid
drop model. Very recently, the energies and free ener-
gies of a large number of nuclei spanning almost the en-
tire periodic table were calculated [38] as a function of
temperature in the subtracted FTTF method and fitted
in the spirit of the liquid drop model with volume, sur-
face, Coulomb and symmetry energy coefficients. The
temperature-dependent coefficients (including the sym-
metry coefficients) so obtained convey a sense of average,
but they are ambiguity-free and in the present state of
our knowledge serves the purpose.
The article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we por-
tray the theoretical outlines. Sec. IIA discusses the EOS
of homogeneous nuclear matter. Hot nuclear systems are
inherently unstable, a suitable model for proffering sta-
bility to such systems is described in Sec. IIB; deriving
relevant observables from such a description is also briefly
outlined there. A short discussion on the energy mass is
given in Sec. IIC, relevant formulas for calculating the
symmetry coefficients are presented in Sec IID. In Sec.
III, results and discussions are given. Sec. IV ends with
the concluding remarks.
II. ELEMENTS OF THEORY
The methodology employed to calculate the symme-
try energy and symmetry free energy of hot infinite and
finite nuclear systems is described in this section. Self-
consistent thermal models are employed. Three inter-
actions of the Skyrme class, namely, SkM∗ [39], SLy4
[40], and SK255 [41] are used to describe the systems.
Ground state bulk properties of nuclei over the whole
periodic table for A ≥16 are reproduced quite satisfacto-
rily with these interactions. Some bulk properties like the
saturation density, symmetry energy coefficient, isoscalar
incompressibility, etc, for these interactions are given in
Table I. The interaction SLy4 describes systems with ex-
treme isospin better, SK255 gives comparatively larger
symmetry energy coefficient and larger incompressibility.
Different interactions are chosen to see whether different
thermal sensitivity of the symmetry properties becomes
manifest even if the ground-state energies are described
similarly by these interactions.
A. Energy density functionals
With the Skyrme energy density functional, the total
energy density of the system is written as,
E(r) = ~
2
2mn,k
τn +
~
2
2mp,k
τp
+
1
2
t0[(1 +
1
2
x0)ρ
2 − (x0 + 1
2
)(ρ2n + ρ
2
p)]
+
1
12
t3ρ
α[(1 +
x3
2
)ρ2 − (x3 + 1
2
)(ρ2n + ρ
2
p)]
+
1
16
[3t1(1 +
1
2
x1)− t2(1 + 1
2
x2)](∇ρ)2
− 1
16
[3t1(x1 +
1
2
) + t2(x2 +
1
2
)][(∇ρn)2 + (∇ρp)2]
+Ec(r). (8)
In Eq. (8), t0, t1, t2, t3, x0, x1, x2, x3 and α are the Skyrme
parameters (given in Table II for the interactions) and ρn
and ρp are the neutron and proton densities (ρ = ρn+ρp).
For infinite homogeneous systems, the derivative terms
do not contribute, neither the Coulomb term Ec, since
the whole system is charge neutral. The finite nucleus
has contributions from the Coulomb force though, as it
is charged. The nucleon effective mass mq,k is defined
through
m
mq,k(r)
= 1 +
m
2~2
{
[t1(1 +
x1
2
) + t2(1 +
x2
2
)]ρ
+[t2(x2 +
1
2
)− t1(x1 + 1
2
)]ρq
}
, (9)
with q = (n, p) referring to neutrons or protons. This ef-
fective mass, often called the nucleon k-mass, arises from
the momentum dependence in the effective interaction.
In the Thomas-Fermi approximation at finite temper-
tature, the kinetic energy density is
τq =
2mq,k
~2
A∗qTJ3/2(ηq), (10)
with
A∗q =
1
2π2
(2mq,kT
~2
)3/2
. (11)
The function Jk(η) is the standard Fermi integral. At
zero temperature, τq reduces to the familiar expression,
τq =
3
5
(3π2)2/3ρ5/3q . (12)
The fugacity ηq is obtained as,
ηq(r) = [µq − Vq(r)]/T (13)
where Vq(r) is the single-particle potential experienced by
the nucleons (including the Coulomb part for the protons
in finite systems) and µq their chemical potentials. The
nucleonic density ρq is related to ηq by
ρq(r) = A
∗
qJ1/2(ηq(r)). (14)
4The Coulomb energy density is given by Ec(r) = Edc (r) +
Eexc (r), where the direct contribution is
Edc (r) =
1
2
ρp(r)
∫
ρp(r
′)
e2
|r− r′|dr
′, (15)
and the exchange part, in the Slater approximation, is
Eexc = −
3e2
4π
(3π2)1/3ρ4/3p (r). (16)
In the Landau quasi-particle approximation, the entropy
density of the nucleons can be computed as
S(r) = − 2
h3
∑
q
∫ [
nq lnnq + (1− nq) ln(1− nq)
]
dp,(17)
which simplifies to
S(r) =
∑
q
[5
3
J3/2(ηq)/J1/2(ηq)− ηq
]
ρq. (18)
The nq’s in Eq. (17)are the single-nucleon distributions;
they are given by
nq(r, p, T ) =
[
1 + exp{ p
2
2mq,kT
− ηq}
]
−1
. (19)
The nucleon density ρq(r) (given by Eq. (14)) is obtained
from the momentum integration of the distribution func-
tion. Once the entropy density is known, the free energy
density F(r) of the system is obtained as
F(r) = E(r) − TS(r). (20)
For an infinite system, the energy and free energy per nu-
cleon are then calculated as e = E/ρ and f = F/ρ. The
symmetry coefficient esym(ρ, T ) can then be computed
from Eq. (2). The coefficient fsym(ρ, T ) can be similarly
calculated.
B. Modeling the hot nucleus
The nucleon density profile for the hot nucleus is com-
puted self-consistently in the finite temperature Thomas-
Fermi (FTTF) approach. Calculations in a box, as is
usually done in the Thomas-Fermi procedure, however,
lead to difficulties. At large distances from the center,
the density is small, the single-particle potential Vq ∼0,
ηq <<0, and then ρq ∼ eµq/T , a constant. At large dis-
tances from the nuclear center, the particle density then
does not vanish (at T =0, there are no problems though,
µq being negative, ρq =0 at large distance). The pressure
of the system is then nonzero, making the system thermo-
dynamically unstable. The density profile also depends
on the size of the box in which the FTTF calculations are
performed. The problem is overcome in the subtraction
procedure [37, 42], where the hot nucleus, assumed to be
a thermalized system in equilibrium with a surrounding
gas representing the evaporated nucleons from the hot
nucleus, is extracted from the embedding environment.
This method is based on the existence of two solutions
to the FTTF equations, one corresponding to the liq-
uid phase with the surrounding gas (lg) and the other
corresponding to the gas phase (g) alone [43]. The den-
sity of the thermalized nucleus in equilibrium is given by
ρq = ρ
q
lg−ρqg. It is independent of the box size, also goes
to zero at large distances implying a vanishing surface
pressure. The nucleon number conservation gives
∫ [
ρqlg(r) − ρqg(r)
]
d3r = Nq, (21)
where Nq is the number of neutrons or protons in the
nucleus. The total energy E of the nucleus is given by
E = Elg − Eg, (22)
where Elg and Eg are the total energies of the liquid-gas
system and of the gas alone. From Eq. (17), the total
entropy of the nucleus can be recast as [44],
S = −
∑
q
∫
gq(ǫq, T )[fq ln fq + (1 − fq) ln(1− fq)]dǫq,(23)
where fq is the single-particle occupation function in the
energy space,
fq(ǫq, µq, T ) =
[
1 + exp(ǫq − µq)/T
]
−1
, (24)
and gq is the subtracted single-particle level density. It
is given as [45]
gq(ǫq, T ) =
4
√
2
π~3
∫ [
(mlgq,k)
3/2
√
ǫq − V lgq (r)
−(mgq,k)3/2
√
ǫq − V gq (r)
]
r2dr. (25)
The free energy is calculated from F = E−TS. In terms
of the occupation function, the density in the FTTF ap-
proximation can be written as
ρiq(r) =
1
2π2~3
(2miq,k(r))
3/2
×
∫ √
ǫq − V iq (r)fq(ǫq, µq, T )dǫq. (26)
Here i stands for the liquid-gas phase or the gas phase.
C. The energy mass
The coupling of the nucleons to the dynamical sur-
face phonons results in an increased effective mass, with
appearance of the so-called energy mass mω, as stated
earlier. This effective mass decreases with temperature,
an increase in the symmetry energy is then anticipated.
5Taking the energy mass into consideration, the total ef-
fective mass of the nucleon m∗ can be written as
m∗ = m(
mk
m
)(
mω
m
), (27)
where m is the nucleon mass (for simplicity, we take
the neutron-proton mass difference to be zero as this is
very small compared to their masses). Aside from being
temperature-dependent, mω is density-dependent; for a
finite nucleus, its value therefore varies with position.
A fully self-consistent calculation of mω is thus very in-
volved and not within the scope of the present work. We
therefore take a phenomenological form [46] for mω such
that
mω
m
= 1.0− 0.4A1/3 exp
[
−( T
21A−1/3
)2] 1
ρ(0)
dρ(r)
dr
.(28)
The temperature T and the distance r are measured in
MeV and fm units, respectively, ρ(0) is the central den-
sity of the nucleon distribution in the nucleus. The den-
sity in the above equation is ρ(r) = ρlg(r)−ρg(r); A refers
to the mass number of the subtracted density (hereafter
called the liquid mass number). The collectivity implied
in mω refers to the liquid phase only, meaning thereby
mlgω = mω and m
g
ω = m.
The self-consistent calculation of the density profile
with the inclusion of ω-mass is complex; a realistic exten-
sion of the method given in Ref. [46] is therefore adopted.
This is described in detail in Ref. [44].
The subtracted level density corresponding to Eq. (25)
is now modified as
g˜q(ǫq, T ) =
4
√
2
π~3
∫ [(
mlgq,k
mω
m
)3/2√
ǫq − V lgq (r) m
mω
−(mgq,k)3/2
√
ǫq − V gq (r)
]
r2dr. (29)
The densities in the lg or g phase modify accordingly
ρ˜iq(r) =
1
2π2~3
[
2miq,k
mω
m
]3/2 ∫ √
ǫq − V iq
m
miω
×fq(ǫq, µ˜q, T )dǫq. (30)
The chemical potential µq modifies to µ˜q to conserve the
particle number in the nucleus
Nq =
∫
g˜q(ǫq, T )fq(ǫq, µ˜q, T )dǫq. (31)
The energy and the free energy of the nucleus is calcu-
lated with the modified density given by Eq. (30).
D. The symmetry coefficients
For homogeneous infinite matter, we have calculated
the symmetry energy coefficients using Eq. (7). The sym-
metry free energy coefficients are likewise calculated,
fsym(ρ, T ) = f(ρ, δ = 1, T )− f(ρ, δ = 0, T ). (32)
The kinetic (K) and potential (I) components of the sym-
metry coefficients eKsym, e
I
sym, f
K
sym and f
I
sym are similarly
calculated replacing the energy e and free energy f (in
Eq. (7) and (32)) by eK or eI and fK or fI , respectively
where eK , eI , say, stand for the kinetic and interaction
parts of the energy per nucleon.
For a finite nucleus (with Coulomb interaction turned
on), the symmetry energy coefficient in the difference
method is defined as
esym(A, T ) =
[
en(A, I1, T )− en(A, I2, T )
]
/(I21 − I22 ),(33)
where the en’s are the nuclear part of the energy per
nucleon of the nuclear pair of mass A having different
isospins I1 and I2. In the local density approximation
(LDA), one defines the symmetry energy coefficient for
a specific nucleus once its density profile is known. It is
given as
esym(A, T ) =
1
I2A
∫
ρ(r)esym[ρ(r), T ]δ
2
l (r)d
3r (34)
In Eq. (34), esym[ρ(r), T ] is the symmetry coefficient at
temperature T of infinite matter at the value of the local
density ρ(r), ρn(r) and ρp(r) are the neutron and proton
densities and δl(r) is the isospin asymmetry of the local
density. The symmetry free energy coefficient can be
defined exactly in a parallel way in the difference method
and also in LDA.
As already discussed, both the difference method and
the LDA fail to give unique values for the symmetry en-
ergies for finite nuclei or their temperature dependence.
A possible means to arrive at unambiguous values of
the temperature-dependent symmetry coefficients can be
achieved in the framework of the liquid-drop model, ex-
ploiting the Bethe-Weizsa¨cker mass formula. One can
calculate the energies and free energies of a set of nuclei
spanning nearly the whole periodic table as a function
of temperature in the subtracted FTTF procedure with
effects from energy-mass taken into account and expand
the energy or free energy in terms of macroscopic param-
eters as
E(N,Z, T ) = av(T )A+ as(T )A
2/3 + ac
Z2
A1/3
+esym(A, T )I
2A, (35)
F (N,Z, T ) = fv(T )A+ fs(T )A
2/3 + ac
Z2
A1/3
+fsym(A, T )I
2A. (36)
The coefficients av, as and ac are the volume, surface
and Coulomb energy coefficients; similarly fv and fs
refer to the volume and surface free energies. The
Coulomb energy and free energy are the same. Nuclei
are finite systems, they have varying density profiles.
This necessitates introduction of a mass-dependent sur-
face component in esym(A, T ) over and above the mass-
independent volume component evsym(A, T ). Two defini-
tions have been used to incorporate the mass dependence
6in esym(A, T ). The first, hereafter referred to as I [47–49]
is
esym(A, T ) =
evsym(T )
1 +
evsym(T )
βE(T )
A−1/3
, (37)
and the second, referred to as II [50–52] is,
esym(A, T ) = e
v
sym(T )− essym(T )A−1/3. (38)
In Eq. (38), the first term on the right hand side (rhs)
measures the contribution from the nearly constant value
of the density from the central part of the nucleus; at
T = 0, evsym is to be equated to esym corresponding to
infinite nuclear matter at saturation density. The sec-
ond term in Eq. (38) is the surface symmetry energy,
accounting for the contribution coming from the surface
profile specific to the nuclear mass number. In Eq. (37),
βE(T ) is a measure of the surface symmetry energy. In
the limit of large A, (evsym(T ))
2/βE(T ) ∼ essym(T ). The
phenomenological value of essym(T = 0) is ∼ 50-58 MeV
[51–53] and that of evsym(T = 0)/βE(T = 0) is in the
close range of ∼ 2.4 ±0.4 [48, 49, 54].
Since the Coulomb energies are precisely known in a
FTTF calculation, one can make a four-parameter fit of
only the nuclear part of the energies En and free energies
Fn of nuclei,
En(N,Z, T ) = av(T )A+ as(T )A
2/3 + esym(A, T )I
2A,(39)
Fn(N,Z, T ) = fv(T )A+ fs(T )A
2/3 + fsym(A, T )I
2A.(40)
Here, esym(A, T ) is given by Eq. (37) or (38). Similarly,
fsym(A, T ) is defined as,
fsym(A, T ) =
fvsym(T )
1 +
fvsym(T )
βF (T )
A−1/3
, (41)
fsym(A, T ) = f
v
sym(T )− f ssym(T )A−1/3. (42)
The four-parameter set fv, fs, f
v
sym and f
s
sym (or βF ) has
the same connotation as the set av, as, e
v
sym and e
s
sym (or
βE), except that the former set refers to free energy.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To study the temperature dependence of the symmetry
coefficients of infinite and finite nuclear systems, we have
used three interactions, all from the Skyrme class, namely
SkM*, SLy4 and SK255. These interactions describe the
ground state energies of finite nuclei rather well, there is
some difference though in the computed values of some
of the macroscopic observables as shown in Table I.
The symmetry coefficients esym and fsym as calculated
from Eq. (6) for infinite matter are displayed in Fig. 1
as a function of the isospin asymmetry δ2 for the three
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The symmetry energy coefficient esym
and symmetry free energy coefficient fsym of infinite nuclear
matter as defined from Eq. (6) shown as a function of the
asymmetry parameter δ2 at two densities ρ = ρ0 and at ρ=
0.1 ρ0 for three interactions, SkM
∗ (red), SK255 (blue) and
SLy4 (green). The dotted lines refer to calculations at T =
0.0 MeV, the dashed lines at T = 5.0 MeV and the full lines
at T = 8.0 MeV, respectively.
interactions at the corresponding saturation densities ρ0
and at one-tenth of this density. The left panels refer to
esym, the right panels to fsym. The dotted lines represent
calculations at T = 0, the dashed lines at T = 5 and
full lines at T = 8 MeV, respectively. A non-zero slope
at all densities and temperatures for most of the lines
shows that the symmetry energy or symmetry free energy
content in the system is nonlinear in δ2, but the small
value of the slope (as seen from the slow rise of esym or
fsym with δ
2) shows that the nonlinearity is weak. From
now on, we use the definition as given by Eq. (7) for the
symmetry coefficients for infinite nuclear matter.
The temperature dependence of the symmetry energy
coefficients corresponding to the three interactions is dis-
played in Fig. 2. The upper panels pertain to the sat-
uration density ρ0, the lower panels to ρ = ρ0/10. At
the saturation density, it is seen that esym, shown by
the full lines (whose values are somewhat different for
different interactions), has a very weak temperature de-
pendence. The behavior for the interaction component
eIsym (the dashed lines) and the kinetic energy compo-
nent eKsym (shown by the dotted lines) are similar. It
may be mentioned that the kinetic energy component
is evaluated with the bare nucleon mass. At the sub-
saturation density, esym shows a slow fall [16, 19, 36].
This is essentially due to the decrease in its kinetic en-
ergy part with temperature. The lesser importance of the
Pauli blocking because of the increased diffuseness of the
nucleon Fermi surfaces with rising temperature lies be-
hind this decrement in eKsym at lower densities. At these
densities, the symmetry free energy coefficient displays,
on the contrary, a comparatively more prominent rise as
7FIG. 2: (Color online) The thermal evolution of the symme-
try energy coefficients esym as defined in Eq.(7) and its inter-
action component eIsym and kinetic energy component e
K
sym
shown at densities ρ = ρ0 and at ρ=0.1ρ0 for the three in-
teractions as shown. The full violet line corresponds to esym,
the black dotted line refers to eKsym and the red dashed line
to eIsym.
seen from the lower panel of Fig. 3. This is in fair agree-
ment with those obtained earlier [16, 36]. The increase in
fsym with temperature at very low densities can be un-
derstood from the fact that ssym, the symmetry entropy
coefficient is then negative, ∼ - 12 [55]. Thus, even if esym
falls slower, the rise in fsym is noticeable at these densi-
ties. At higher density, fsym as with esym shows nearly
no trace of temperature dependence; this is shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 3 for ρ = ρ0.
In the previous section, we have already adumbrated
that the symmetry energy coefficients of finite nucleimay
not come out unique in the LDA (Eq. (34)) or in the dif-
ference method (Eq. (33)). As a demonstration, we show
this in Figs. 4−6 where the thermal evolution of the sym-
metry coefficients has been calculated in LDA and in the
difference method with the SLy4 interaction. In the pan-
els of Fig. 4, the temperature dependence of esym, calcu-
lated in LDA for A = 56, 150 and 208 is displayed. The
values of esym decrease with temperature, but it is evi-
dent that for a given isobar, the symmetry energy coeffi-
cient depends on the choice of the (Z,N) value, the isobar
with the higher atomic number having larger symmetry
energy. Figs. 5 and 6 show esym and fsym evaluated in
the difference method for the nuclei A = 56 and A = 112
taken as representative examples. The results again are
seen to depend on the choice of the nuclear pairs (shown
by the proton numbers in brackets) for the isobars. The
decrease in esym (Fig. 4 and upper panels of Figs. 5 and
6) or the increase in fsym (lower panels of Figs. 5 and
6) with temperature for finite nuclei comes from the in-
creased weight from the temperature-dependent surface
profile of lower density.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) The temperature dependence of the
symmetry free energy coefficient of infinite nuclear matter at
two densities ρ = ρ0 and at ρ = 0.1ρ0 as shown for the three
interactions, SkM∗ (red line), SLy4 (green line) and SK255
(blue line).
As already stated, unique values of symmetry coeffi-
cients could be ascribed to finite nuclei and their temper-
ature dependence obtained, albeit in an average sense,
making use of the Bethe-Weizsa¨cker mass formula. To
this end, a set of spherical and near-spherical nuclei cov-
ering almost the entire periodic table is chosen. We take
69 nuclei, having masses as 36 ≤ A ≤ 218 and atomic
charges 14 ≤ Z ≤ 92 (the list of nuclei is taken from Ref.
[56]). Their energies and free energies are then calcu-
lated in a temperature grid in the subtracted FTTF pro-
cedure, taking into account the dressing of the nucleon
mass to energy mass mω arising from the coupling of the
nucleonic motion to the surface vibrations. The nuclear
part of the energies and free energies (i.e., the Coulomb
energy is subtracted from the total energies or free en-
ergies) are then fitted with a four-parameter fit. The
parameter sets are (av, as, e
v
sym and βE) or (fv, fs, f
v
sym
and βF ) for energies or free energies in definition I. In
definition II, the parameters are (av, as, e
v
sym and e
s
sym)
or (fv, fs, f
v
sym and f
s
sym). We leave here discussions on
the temperature dependence of av, fv or as, fs. They
were discussed, for a different set of nuclear interactions
in Ref. [38]. For the three Skyrme-class interactions
used here, av(T ), fv(T ), as(T ) and fs(T ) follow nearly
the same pattern.
In Fig. 7, the thermal evolution of the volume part of
the symmetry energy coefficient evsym (upper panels) and
symmetry free energy coefficient fvsym (lower panels) for
the three interactions is shown. The left panels refer to
8FIG. 4: (Color online) The temperature dependence of the
symmetry coefficient esym(A) calculated in the local density
approximation (LDA, Eq. (34)) with the SLy4 interaction is
shown for three nuclei with mass numbers A = 56, 150, and
208. The full lines correspond to calculations for isobars with
the higher proton numbers, the dashed lines refer to those
with proton numbers less by two.
FIG. 5: (Color online) The temperature dependence of the
symmetry coefficients esym and fsym calculated in the differ-
ence method (Eq.(33)), shown for the nucleus A = 56 with
the SLy4 interaction. The full and dashed lines correspond to
the isobars with different charge pairs. The charge numbers
for the nuclear pair are given in the bracket.
FIG. 6: (Color online) The same as in Fig. 5 for the nucleus
with mass number A = 112.
definition I, the right panels to definition II. The behavior
of evsym depends on how esym(A) is defined. In definition
I, it generally falls with temperature (for SK255 inter-
action, the fall is slow though). In definition II, a slow
increase in noticeable. The coefficient fvsym, on the con-
trary, shows a rise with temperature in definition I; in
definition II, it is nearly temperature-independent.
The thermal dependence of the coefficients βE or βF
for the three interactions is shown in the upper and lower
panels of Fig. 8. At T = 0, the value of βE or βF lies
between ∼ 12-13 MeV for the three interactions, in re-
markable consonance with the empirical value of ∼ 13
MeV obtained from the analyses of the ’experimental’
symmetry energies of isobaric nuclei [54]. With tempera-
ture, βE decreases (for SK255 interaction, the decrease is
again very slow), while βF generally increases. It is, how-
ever, noticed that both evsym/βE and f
v
sym/βF are nearly
temperature independent and also interaction indepen-
dent in our calculations. They lie in the vicinity of ∼
2.63 ± 0.01; this is very close to ∼ 2.64 ± 0.01 obtained
earlier with the SBM and KDE0 interactions [38].
The temperature dependent surface symmetry coeffi-
cients essym and f
s
sym calculated using Eq. (38) in defi-
nition II are displayed in the upper and lower panels of
Fig. 9. At T = 0, essym (also f
s
sym) is ∼ 41 MeV for
the SkM∗ and SLy4 interactions, close to the value of ∼
45 MeV obtained by Stoitsov et al. [53], whereas for the
SK255 interaction it is∼ 58 MeV, nearly equal to that ob-
tained from the binding energy analysis in Ref. [51]. As
the temperature increases, essym increases sharply point-
ing to the growing importance of the surface in the cal-
culation of esym(A). In comparison, f
s
sym shows a very
9FIG. 7: (Color online) The volume symmetry energy coeffi-
cient evsym and symmetry free energy coefficient f
v
sym, shown
as a function of temperature for three interactions as dis-
played. The left panels present results calculated with the
definition I (Eq. (37)), the right panels do so with the defini-
tion II (Eq. (38)).
slow decline with temperature for all the three interac-
tions. Such a behavior was also noted in our earlier cal-
culations with the SBM and KDE0 interactions [38]. A
comparison of our results with those in Ref. [35] reveals
that in both calculations, the surface symmetry coeffi-
cients are more temperature sensitive than the volume
symmetry coefficients. However, in the calculations of
[35], the temperature dependence of surface coefficients
are comparatively more pronounced than those of ours.
There are other subtle differences too; the density profiles
used in [35] are not self-consistent. Also, high-density ap-
proximation in the whole temperature domain was used
there.
Once the volume and surface symmetry coefficients are
obtained as a function of temperature, the temperature-
dependent symmetry coefficients for finite nuclei can be
obtained unambiguously using definition I (Eqs. (37) and
(41)) or definition II (Eqs. (38) and (42)) for esym(A)
and fsym(A). In Fig. 10, for two representative nuclei
with A = 56 and A = 208, esym(A) and fsym(A) are dis-
played as a function of temperature in the left and right
panels, respectively, for the three interactions with the
volume and surface symmetry coefficients so obtained.
The full lines refer to A = 208, the broken lines to A =
56. The green color corresponds to definition I, the blue
color to definition II. The general findings are: for all the
three interactions, esym(A) decreases with temperature,
fsym(A) remains nearly unchanged upto T ∼ 3 MeV, and
then increases slowly. To have a feel about the applica-
bility of the local density approximation in calculating
the thermal behaviour of the symmetry coefficients, re-
sults in LDA for 56Fe and 208Pb, the most stable nuclei
FIG. 8: (Color online) The thermal dependence of the coef-
ficients βE and βF (from definition I, Eq. (37)) for the three
interactions are shown.
corresponding to their mass numbers are also shown (in
magenta color). In LDA, both esym(A) and fsym(A) are
seen to register a fall with increasing temperature.
The mass dependence of esym(A) and fsym(A), calcu-
lated in definitions I and II is displayed in the left and
right panels of Fig. 11 for the interactions at two temper-
atures, T = 0.0 and T = 6.0 MeV. The green color again
corresponds to definition I, the blue color refers to defini-
tion II. The dashed lines represent results at T = 0.0, the
full lines do so at T = 6.0 MeV. The general observations
from Fig. 11 are that at fixed temperature, both esym(A)
and fsym(A) increase with A; this follows from the def-
inition. It is also found that at a fixed mass number,
esym(A) decreases when temperature is raised whereas
fsym(A) increases. These observations are true for both
the definitions of the symmetry coefficients and collate
with the already obtained understanding from Figs. 7, 8
and 9 on the thermal evolution of fvsym, f
s
sym, and βF .
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Results from calculations on the temperature depen-
dence of symmetry energy and symmetry free energy co-
efficients of infinite nuclear matter and also of finite nu-
clei, done in a finite-temperature-Thomas-Fermi model,
are reported in this paper. Three Skyrme-class interac-
tions are chosen, namely, SkM∗, SLy4 and SK255. For
infinite matter, we have made investigations at different
densities, near saturation and also at densities in the sub-
saturation region. Near saturation density, both the sym-
10
FIG. 9: (Color online) The thermal dependence of the sur-
face symmetry coefficients essym and f
s
sym (from definition II,
Eq. (38)) displayed for the three interactions.
FIG. 10: (Color online) The temperature dependence of the
symmetry coefficients of finite nuclei shown for the three in-
teractions in definition I (Eq. (37), green line), definition II
(Eq. (38), blue line) and in LDA (magenta line). The dashed
lines correspond to calculations for A =56, the full lines re-
fer to those for A = 208. The left panels display results for
esym(A), the right panels do so for fsym(A). For more details,
see text.
metry energy and symmetry free energy coefficients esym
and fsym show a very weak temperature dependence. At
lower densities, however, esym decreases with tempera-
ture whereas fsym displays a comparatively more promi-
nent rise. For finite systems, in order to give stability to
the evaporating nuclei, calculations have been done in the
FIG. 11: (Color online) The mass number dependence of
the symmetry coefficients esym(A) (left panels) and fsym(A)
(right panels) at two temperatures calculated with the three
interactions. The green lines refer to def. I, the blue lines to
def. II. The dashed lines correspond to results at T =0.0, the
full lines do so at T = 6.0.
TABLE I: Nuclear matter properties for the SkM*, SLy4 and
SK255 interactions considered in this work.
Force e(ρ0, 0, 0) ρ0 Kv m
∗/m esym L
(MeV) (fm−3) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV)
SK255 16.3 0.157 254.9 0.80 37.4 95
SkM* 15.8 0.160 216.6 0.79 30.0 46
SLy4 16.0 0.160 229.9 0.70 32.0 46
thermal Thomas-Fermi framework with subtraction. The
Thomas-Fermi calculations are static in nature. Dynami-
cal effects from the coupling of the surface phonons to the
intrinsic particle motion are taken into account through a
phenomenological parametric form of the nucleon energy
mass mω. At relatively low temperatures, the ω-mass
lends a heaviness to the nucleon effective mass; this has
an appreciable effect on the symmetry coefficients. Once
effects due to ω-mass are taken into account, the symme-
try coefficients are seen to decrease somewhat, particu-
larly at low temperatures.
In understanding the symmetry coefficients esym(A)
and fsym(A) for finite nuclear systems and their thermal
evolution, some ambiguities about their proper definition
could be noted. We have explored the usual difference
method [34], also the one obtained from the LDA [18]. In
both these definitions, further specifications other than
the mass number A of the nucleus are necessary. In both
these definitions, esym(A) decreases with temperature.
The symmetry free energy coefficient also falls with tem-
perature in LDA, however, an opposite trend is observed
in the difference method.
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TABLE II: The values of the Skyrme parameters for SkM*,
SLy4 and SK255 interactions.
Parameters SkM* SLy4 SK255
t0(MeV fm
3) −2645.0 −2488.91 −1689.35
t1(MeV fm
5) 410.0 486.82 389.30
t2(MeV fm
5) −135.0 −546.39 −126.07
t3(MeV fm
3(α+1)) 15595.0 13777.0 10989.59
x0 0.09 0.834 −0.1461
x1 0.0 −0.344 0.116
x2 0.0 −1.0 0.0012
x3 0.0 1.354 −0.7449
α 0.1666 0.1666 0.3563
The ambiguities arising from these definitions of the
symmetry coefficients of atomic nuclei are resolved from
calculations of the symmetry energies and symmetry free
energies of a host of nuclei along the periodic table
as a function of temperature in the microscopic FTTF
model with subtraction. The modification to the ener-
gies and free energies from the temperature-dependent
energy mass are taken into account. The temperature
dependence of the symmetry coefficients is then obtained
from a liquid-drop-inspired fit of the total energies and
free energies of these systems of nuclei. The two compo-
nents, volume (evsym, f
v
sym) and surface (e
s
sym, f
s
sym) that
make up the total symmetry coefficients of finite systems
have a temperature dependence that is nearly indepen-
dent of the energy functionals chosen to calculate their
energies. The volume symmetry energy coefficient evsym
shows a strong temperature dependence, the surface part
essym displays an even stronger sensitivity. This results
in a rapid fall of esym(A) as the temperature rises. The
thermal sensitivity of the symmetry free energy coeffi-
cients is comparatively weaker. These calculations, in
addition, give information on the thermal evolution of
the volume and surface energies of nuclei. They are in
excellent agreement with those in common usage, but be-
cause of the different focus in this communication are not
reported here.
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